
Genelec’s Smart IP 
embellishes Swedish 
gastronomic haven

ÖSTERMALMS SALUHALL 
– ONE OF THE WORLD’S 
PREMIER FOOD HALLS &  
A CULTURAL INSTITUTION

THE WORLD CLASS  
CO-WORKING SPACE 
OFFERS A NEW WAY TO 
WORK AND CREATE 



Östermalms Saluhal l  in the 
Swedish capital of Stockholm 
is one of the world’s premier 
food ha l ls  and a cu l tura l 
inst i tut ion in i ts own r ight. 
First established in 1888, the 

beautiful building is classified as a historical 
monument. It has recently reopened after 
the most extensive renovation project in its 
130-year history. Four years on and 130M 

Euros later, the food hall has regained its 
former glory and developed into a modern 
and sustainable trading venue, complete with 
a Genelec Smart IP loudspeaker solution for 
the Saluhall’s largest and most prestigious 
trader, Lisa Elmqvist.

Having started her career at a street market 
in the early 1920s, Lisa Elmqvist’s reputation 
for the highest qual i ty f ish and shel l f ish 

GENELEC DELIVERS PREMIUM AUDIO ON A TIGHT 
T IMESCALE THANKS TO SMART IP
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https://www.genelec.com/smart-ip
https://lisaelmqvist.se/sv/


dispersion and off-axis response, to counter 
the noisy environment and create an oasis 
of calm for the restaurant diners. We also 
needed to be able to zone the areas efficiently 
to cater for events and other scenarios.”

However, given the extremely tight timescale 
and the constraints of the building, JAM’s 
choices were limited. “It may have taken four 
years to complete the renovations, but there 
is a tendency in these types of projects to 
allow less than a week to worry about sound!” 
Nedeljkovic says with a wry grin. “This one 
was no exception. We only had three days 
to deliver a complete solution with little or no 
information to go on regarding placement, 
power access, distances, and so on. Plus, 
we were working in a classified building where 
the only accessible space for racks was in 
the basement and cabling options overall 
were extremely limited. The only truly viable 
option was to run the entire project over IP. 
Genelec’s new Smar t IP loudspeakers – 

combined with outstanding culinary skil ls 
soon saw her move her business up to 
Östermalms Saluhall. Today, almost 90 years 
later, the 4th generation of the Elmqvist family 
continues to occupy its place at the far end of 
the hall. Operations have expanded to include 
a gourmet restaurant, a high quality catering 
service, and an online shop as well as the 
original food stall. In total, Lisa Elmqvist now 
occupies nearly one-third of the hall’s newly 
renovated star-shaped space. In order to find 
a suitable audio solution to cover the various 
zones, Lisa Elmqvist turned to Stockholm 
AV integrator and pro audio specialist, JAM 
Stage & Proaudio, who quickly concluded 
that a Genelec Smart IP system was the 
ideal solution.

“The mission was to supply a high quality audio 
solution that could cover all of the various 
customer areas with ease,” explains JAM’s 
Dragan Nedeljkovic. “We needed a system 
that could deliver a tonal balance with good 

with audio, Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) and 
control all over a single standard network 
cable – were simply the perfect solution.”

Nedeljkovic and his team implemented a 
Dante network running a total of 19 Genelec 
4430 Smar t IP loudspeakers across six 
zones. A single standard network cable 
del ivers power,  contro l  and the audio 
signal to each loudspeaker, with Genelec’s 
sophisticated Smart IP Manager software 
handling device discovery on the network, 
room EQ, cal ibrat ion, delay and other 
funct ions. A cost-effect ive Xi l ica Dante 
interface and a touch panel facilitate routing, 
source selection and zone control.

“Honestly, the Smart IP solution from Genelec 
solved all my problems,” declares Nedeljkovic. 
“Despite having almost no time to design a 
system, the client nevertheless had extremely 
high standards when it came to audio quality. 
However, with Genelec, exceptional audio 

THIS KIND OF FLEXIBILITY IS PRICELESS AND CLEARLY A HUGE 
ADVANCE IN THE WORLD OF AV INTEGRATION.

quality is a given, so that box was ticked 
straight away. With so little space or room for 
manoeuvre in installation terms, we required 
an active solution at the very least, and ideally 
something that could run on a Dante network 
to reduce cabling. The cherry on the cake 
with Genelec’s Smart IP system is that the 
same cable also delivers power, so that’s 
another problem solved.

“Finally, late in the installation process, the 
client decided that they’d l ike to add an 
additional zone, thus going from the five zones 
initially specified on the quote up to six in total. 
In any non-network-based audio system, 
this would normally require considerable 
head-scratching to come up with a solution, 
plus addit ional cost for added amplif iers 
and possibly some additional mixers and/or 
DSP. In this case, all it required was some 
patching in the Dante Controller software, 
a couple of button presses and 25 minutes 
of configuring and t inkering to magical ly 
solve the problem, and bingo - the desired 
solution is delivered to the happy customer! 
You can also route L/R channels within Dante 
Control ler as appropriate to achieve the 
best stereo listening experience in any given 
zone, which is a huge advantage. This kind 
of flexibility is priceless and clearly a huge 
advance in the world of AV integration.”

WE ONLY HAD THREE DAYS TO DELIVER A COMPLETE SOLUTION 
WITH LITTLE OR NO INFORMATION TO GO ON.

THE KIT
• Genelec 8430B 18pcs
• Genelec 4040A
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THE KIT
• 19 x 4430A
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